ELF SOLARIS FE 5W-30 is an ELF very high performance synthetic technology lubricant, destined for the lubrication of car engines.

Thanks to its very low content in sulphur, sulphated ash and phosphorous (Low SAPS), ELF SOLARIS FE 5W-30 optimises post-treatment systems (in particular the particulate filter) and reduces the polluting emissions of Renault vehicles.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE

- Compatibility with post-treatment systems
- Very low content in sulphur, sulphated ash and phosphorous (Low SAPS)
- Specific formula optimised to reduce friction
-Remarkable oxidation resistance

CUSTOMER ADVANTAGES

- More environmentally friendly
- Longer DPF life, even under extreme conditions
- Reduction in fuel consumption (Fuel Economy)
- Extended oil change intervals (up to 30,000 km)

With its optimised Fuel Eco formulation, ELF SOLARIS FE 5W-30 replaces SOLARIS DPF 5W-30 making for a gain of 3.5 g of CO₂/km.

LUBRICANT CIRCULATION IN THE ENGINE

* Results obtained in the NMVEG test urban cycle - in the UTAC test [on Megane DCi]
**Did you know?**

- How to read the Renault standards oils?

**RNXXX**

- Year of issue
- Level of standard
- Version No.

**For 30,000 km covered, an RN0720 standard oil oxidizes 3 times less than an ACEA C4 oil and 6 times less than an ACEA C3 oil**

* refer to the recommendations / vehicle (service booklet, technical note 6013A)
ELF DEVELOPS SPECIFIC LUBRICANTS FOR EACH RENAULT TRANSMISSION.

Compliance with the type of application is essential to ensure the proper functioning and longevity in time of the performance of your vehicle.

**Manual gearboxes**
- TRANSELF NFP 75W-80
- TRANSELF NFJ 75W-80

**Automatic gearboxes**
- RENAULTMATIC D2 (& power steering)
- RENAULTMATIC D3 SYN
- ELFMATIC J6
- ELFMATIC CVT (CVT boxes)

**Differentials**
- TRANSELF UNIVERSAL FE 80W-90

**Gearbox robotisation module**
- ELF SPEEDMATIC

**Commercial vehicle ZF gearboxes**
- TRANSELF LD 75W-80

* Refer to recommendations / vehicle (service booklet, technical note 6012A)